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Align Thematic Unit or Topic



Course/ Subject: ELA



Teen Activism



Grade Level: 6th Teacher’s Implementing Common Assessment: Michael Buehler- 6th Grade



Competencies or Standards (Bold are assessed) CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content. CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.6.4



Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas logically and using pertinent descriptions, facts, and details to accentuate main ideas or themes; use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation. CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others. CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.9 Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.



Work Study Practices of Habits of Mind Persisting: Sticking to task at hand; Follow through to completion; Can and do remain focused. Thinking and Communicating with Clarity and Precision: Strive to be clear when speaking and writing; Strive be accurate to when speaking and writing; Avoid generalizations, distortions, minimizations and deletions when speaking, and writing. Other Goals CRLS-Communication: Write in a variety of modes (e.g., narrative, imaginative, expository, persuasive) and forms (e.g., essays, letters, business communications, research papers, technical reports) appropriate to audience and purpose. CRLS- Personal Management: Recognize and explain the differences between socially responsible and socially irresponsible behaviors.



Essential questions to guide learning & inquiry How do all the elements of the text support and develop the overall theme? How do visuals impact our thoughts and actions? Students will know (content) . . . -The definition of activism.



- Similarities between a thesis and a mission statement. -Recognize relevant evidence in a text. -Apply relevant evidence to support analysis from a text. Students will be able to (skills). . . ● Select a subtopic in the area of activism. Research the subtopic and discern relevant information through a multitude of websites/ articles. ●



Organize information into relevant categories.



●



Analyze the cause of an issue, effects that the issue creates, and what possible solutions exist.



●



Create a document that effectively communicates the cause of a global issue, the effects of the issue, organizations that are working to aid with the issue, and ways that individuals can assist with the issue.



●



Develop a multimedia presentation that correlates images with relevant statistics that correlate with the issue.



●



Orally present information to individuals about cause of a global issue, the effects of the issue, organizations that are working to aid with the issue, and ways that individuals can assist with the issue.



Design Common performance task summary Students will be required to create a brochure, slideshow, and present orally about a global issue.



Resources/texts/Scaffolding Materials All students will have access to the internet and chromebooks for their research/presentation/production.



Teen Activism Planning https://docs.google.com/a/ycschools.org/document/d/ 1xQ2H73V6PkEJRvA_kEO_LwPJqhB_bsR6ZaBeiDMFiM/edit?usp=sharin g



Teen Activism Checklist https://docs.google.com/a/ycschools.org/document/d/ 1TiGAV5tLvgGzApu0bnfl4NQ4IIqQCgK9Yx9ZZRmjbO Y/edit?usp=sharing



Teen Activism Overview https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A8uVI4jTV4fHu LylXxVctP0j_3yqSxe_jgFhOBwRoMQ/edit?usp=sharin g



Key criteria for performance assessment



Rubric: https://docs.google.com/a/ycschools.org/document/d/ 18-5LbKMSvd8nh4jG3nXe6GYYRuClTFzqGDUIjKGSew/edit?usp=sharing



Checklist:



Possible accommodations (may vary by teacher, please give examples here and discuss in advance with SPED and ELL teachers) -Students will have the choice to select a predetermined topic that has the articles preselected for them.



https://docs.google.com/a/ycschools.org/document/d/ 1TiGAV5tLvgGzApu0bnfl4NQ4IIqQCgK9Yx9ZZRmjbO Y/edit?usp=sharing Prerequisites and Placement in the Curriculum • The ability to read independently and comprehend articles. • The ability to find, organize, integrate information into a presentation/brochure, and cite correctly evidence from a text. • The ability to use the writing process (planning, drafting,



Possible formative assessments - Peer/self/teacher assessment of the various components as students complete them.



revising, editing, proofreading). • The ability to critique a peer draft



Analyze Schedule for collaborative scoring of performance assessment



Plan for collaboration around revisions to task or rubric



Next steps for teaching and learning



Plan for analyzing student scores and data disaggregation



Teen Activism Overview



_____________________________: Name



Task You are taking the role of a teen activist and are becoming an expert on an area of global concern. (T and E needing better corn dogs is not a global concern.) As an activist, you are responsible for informing the public about your issue and how they can get involved in solving your issue.You will do this through:



Research You are responsible for researching your topic on the internet and siphoning through the information available to find out: ● General information ● The causes of your issue. ● The effects that your issue has on this planet/lifeforms/ people. ● Organizations that are working to solve your issue. ● How everyday people can aid in solving your issue.



Presentation It is not enough to simply know the information yourself, you will also be presenting it to the masses at our Advocacy Fair in June. As this fair, you will have a booth where you will present your information to whomever visits your booth. You will be presenting it: Brochure You will be creating a brochure that will provide an overview of your issue for your patrons. This will contain the information from your research. Orally Additionally, you will need to be able to orally present your information to people who come up to your booth. You are pitching to them why your topic is important, why it is a concern, and why they need to care about it. As well as your pitch you will make to them, you also need to be able to answer basic questions about your issue. Remember, you are the expert. Visually The third piece is a google slides presentation that will contain key statistics that help to prove why your issue matters, how people are working to aid with it, why it is a problem, etc. Numbers are powerful. You will also have pictures to accompany your statistics. This will be revolving on its own and is not a part of your oral presentation, simply an attention getter. Extras Some of you might want to go above and beyond and create a giveaway/ game/ poster/ stickers/ model/ video/ buttons/ other element that will draw up attention to your cause. If you have been to a fair, you know what I’m talking about.



Work Order Although you are already thinking about the epic teen-activism pencils you are going to give away and the 500 swirling pictures you are going to have on your slideshow, hold on a bit….. You must complete your tasks in order. It does no good to make owl-shaped earrings when you have no research completed. Research -----> Brochure -----> Oral Presentation -----> Google Slides -----> Extras



Teen Activism Planning



_____________________: Name



Calendar: April 24th- Introduce topic, begin reading Flush. Class will encompass discussion regarding flush, work time, exemplars, etc. May 5th- Tentatively done with research. May 12th- Should be done with your brochure. (If you want to get everything done.) May 19th- Have to be done with your brochure. (I have to have my HS aids print while we are at ODS, so this is a hard deadline.) May 23rd- 26th- Outdoor School (Oh snap, that means I have less time than I thought.) June 2nd- Done with slideshow and speech is ready to go. Week of June 3rd-7th- Activist Fair (Date TBD) Everything is ready by this time.



1st- Research:



❏ Location of my issue. ❏ When did your problem start (if applicable). ❏ Other general information ❏ Causes of the issue. ❏ Statistics related to the causes. ❏ Effects of the issue. ❏ Statistics related to the effects. ❏ Organizations that are working to help with the issue.



3rd- Oral Presentation ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏



Intro. issue (location, time it started) Discusses the causes of the issue. Discusses the effects of the issue. Discusses organizations that are working at solving the issue. ❏ Discusses ways the individuals can assist. ❏ Presenter is able to answer basic questions about the issue. Presenter maintains quality eye contact, normal speaking pace, and minimal to no glances to their notes.



2nd- Brochure: ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏



Title. Intro. issue (location, time it started) Causes of the issue. Effects of the issue. Organizations that are solving the issue Ways that individuals can assist. 2-4 Images that add to the presentation Formatted appropriately. Websites/ articles cited. Name.



4th- Slideshow:



❏ Three slides with statistics that correlate to the causes of the issue. ❏ Three slides with statistics that correlate to the effects of the issue. ❏ One slide that informs the viewer of an organization that assists with the issue and their contact information. ❏ Each slide has an image that correlates with the statistic/ information.



Extra Flair (Only When everything else is done. I won’t even talk to you about “what about” until you are at step 4) ❏ Display Sign ❏ Extra handout/ giveaway (in addition to brochure.) ❏ Additional Slides ❏ Embedded video ❏ Your choice ________________________ (clear w/ Mr. B.)



Teen Activism Checklist



_____________________: Name



Brochure ❏ Title. ❏ Intro. issue (location, time it started) ❏ Causes of the issue. ❏ Effects of the issue. ❏ Organizations that are solving the issue ❏ Ways that individuals can assist. ❏ 2-4 Images that add to the presentation ❏ Formatted appropriately. ❏ Websites/ articles cited. ❏ Name.



Peer/Teacher Formal Evaluation



Slideshow ❏ Three slides with statistics that correlate to the causes of the issue. ❏ Three slides with statistics that correlate to the effects of the issue. ❏ One slide that informs the viewer of an organization that assists with the issue and their contact information. ❏ Each slide has an image that correlates with the statistic/ information.



Peer/Teacher Formal Evaluation



Oral Presentation ❏ Intro. issue (location, time it started) ❏ Discusses the causes of the issue. ❏ Discusses the effects of the issue. ❏ Discusses organizations that are working at solving the issue. ❏ Discusses ways the individuals can assist. ❏ Presenter is able to answer basic questions about the issue. ❏ Presenter maintains quality eye contact, normal speaking pace, and minimal to no glances to their notes.



Peer/Teacher Formal Evaluation



Person:_________________________ Score:__________________________ Feedback:



Person:_________________________ Score:__________________________ Feedback:



Person:_________________________ Score:__________________________ Feedback:



Extra Flair (Only When everything else is done.) ❏ Display Sign ❏ Extra handout/ giveaway (in addition to brochure.) ❏ Additional Slides ❏ Your choice ________________________ (clear w/ Mr. B.)



Teen Activism Brochure Rubric CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.



Exceeding (4) 6.2.A Introduction



6.2.B Body Paragraphs



6.2.C Supporting Details



Proficient (3)



Title section has an attention-getting introduction (fact, anecdote, question) and includes a title, includes an introduction to the topic, and explanatory thesis.



Introduction section has a title and includes an introduction to the topic and explanatory thesis.



There are four body sections.



There are four body sections.



Each section starts with its own, varying topic sentence that relates to the thesis and connects with transitional phrases. Sections are ordered with an organizational strategy.(cause, effect, problem, solution, chronological, etc..)



Each section starts with a title and contains its own, varying topic sentence that relates to (but doesn’t build on) the thesis and connects with transitional phrases..



All sentences in the section relate to the topic sentence.



Each paragraph has either one paraphrased piece of evidence or one direct quote All sites that are used are referenced in the works cited section. Student uses a variety of diverse sources.



Other Requirements for Brochure



Developing (2) The first section is missing one of the following: An introduction section that has a title, an introduction to the topic and explanatory thesis.



Beginning (1)



The first section is missing more than one of the following: An introduction section that has a title, an introduction to the topic and explanatory thesis.



All sentences in the section relate to the topic sentence.



One of the body sections is missing OR One of the sections does not starts with its own, varying topic sentence that relates to (but doesn’t build on) the thesis and connects with transitional phrases.. OR One more more of the sentences in a section do not relate to the topic sentence.



There are one or no body sections. OR More than one of the sections does not starts with its own, varying topic sentence that relates to (but doesn’t build on) the thesis and connects with transitional phrases.. OR None of the sentences in a section relate to the topic sentence.



Each paragraph has either one paraphrased piece of evidence or one direct quote



One of the paragraphs is missing either one paraphrased piece of evidence or one direct quote



More than one of the paragraphs is missing either one paraphrased piece of evidence or one direct quote



All sites that are used are referenced in the works cited section.



One site that is used is not referenced in the works cited section or is not cited correctly.



   



More than one site that is used is not referenced in the works cited section or is not cited correctly.



Pictures that correlate with the topic and add to the brochure. Sections focus on: Causes, effects, two organizations that deal with the issue, how people can help. One key statistic that is cited with the name of the author or website. Your name, school address, and your email.



Teen Activism Speech Rubric CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.6.4 Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas logically and using pertinent descriptions, facts, and details to accentuate main ideas or themes; use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation.



Exceeding (4) 6.4.A Organization of Content



Proficient (3)



Speech is focused on a thesis.



Speech is focused on a thesis.



Speech has a dynamic introduction, clear supporting details, and thought-provoking conclusion.



Speech has a clear introduction, supporting details, and conclusion.



Supporting details support and build on the claim and are interesting, engaging, sophisticated, or original.



Supporting details relate to the claim. Speech is within assigned length.



Speech is within assigned length.



6.3.B Presentation



Make eye contact with members of the audience throughout the speech. Speak in a way that captures and holds the audience’s attention by using:  Volume that everyone can hear.  Clear pronunciation and enunciation.  Pace that isn’t too fast or too slow.  Voice inflection  Nonverbal techniques (facial expressions, gestures, stage presence, etc.)



Other Requirements for Speech



Make eye contact with members of the audience over ¾ of the speech.. Speak in a way so that everyone can understand by using:  Volume that everyone can hear.  Clear pronunciation and enunciation.  Pace that isn’t too fast or too slow.  Voice inflection.



  



Developing (2)



Beginning (1)



One of the following areas are not done correctly:



More than one of the following areas are not done correctly:



Speech is not focused on a thesis.



Speech is not focused on a thesis.



Introduction, supporting details, or conclusion are missing or unclear.



Introduction, supporting details, or conclusion are missing or unclear.



Supporting details do not relate to the claim, may be confusing, or are repetitive.



Supporting details do not relate to the claim, may be confusing, or are repetitive.



Speech is too short or too long.



Speech is too short or too long.



One of the areas are not done correctly:



More than one of the areas are not done correctly:



Make eye contact with members of the audience through over ¾ of the speech..



Make eye contact with members of the audience through over ¾ of the speech..



Speak in a way so that everyone can understand by using:  Volume that everyone can hear.  Clear pronunciation and enunciation.  Pace that isn’t too fast or too slow.  Voice inflection.



Speak in a way so that everyone can understand by using:  Volume that everyone can hear.  Clear pronunciation and enunciation.  Pace that isn’t too fast or too slow.  Voice inflection.



Introduce the issue (location, time it started) Discusses the causes of the issue, effects of the issue, organizations that are working at solving the issue, and ways the individuals can assist. Presenter is able to answer basic questions about the issue.
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